7-11-2018 CARS Meeting Notes
Meeting called to order at 0902
I. Minutes Approval – Tabled to next meeting because no minutes to approve.
II. Social Media
A. Accounts receiving more followers recently. Information about new go bags (particularly
new glucometers) will be sent by Connie via email, but will also be posted to social
media accounts (Twitter, Facebook, etc.)
B. - Girl in charge of coding for smartphone app has a summer internship so progress on app
updates is slow.
- NWC website is in process of being changed to HTTPS (secure website). This should
be completed by next meeting.
C. Exam printing printouts are a much smaller font when every box is checked, but the font
is still legible (most departments don’t have all boxes checked). Klein plans to bring up
this issue at the upcoming Image Trend conference.
D. Goal for Provider Impressions and Symptoms list is to be compiled by SOPs so that you
can go to the list and have all possible options on a consolidated list.
E. Race and ethnicity on Bedside tab has been taken care of.
F. - ECG monitor Configuration Resetting Issue – Image Trend does bimonthly(?) updates
and with each update the configuration gets reset. This issue has been resolved.
-ROSC button on monitor is going to be put in soon.
III. New Business
A. Connie spoke to new vendor about being a possible “go between” from Image Trend to
Epic. This should be possible “pretty soon” according to the sales rep. Initial price was
$1,500 per department but price was haggled down to $250/department. They’re going
to send a written proposal and a sales rep potentially may attend a CARS Meeting in
order to have a Q&A.
IV. PBPI Liaison
A. Cardiac Arrest Committee – There is progress towards 4 supplemental questions to make
data from reports more query-able. They will not be mandatory fields for 100% validity,
it will be something that can be answer after a report has been posted. The goal is to have
them on a separate tab that appears exclusively for cardiac arrests and not otherwise.
They questions will be concerning # of pauses during CPR, CPR depth, ETCO2 use, and
whether it was within 90 seconds. Jason will write up the 4 questions.
B. PBPI – Sepsis tool has no progress thus far.
V. Template Maintenance – T. Novak was not in attendance. Feel better, Todd.
VI. User Voice Votes
A. Button selection will not shift to the first position of list and will stay in the original
position. This will be fixed for the next update.
VII. Regional Administrator/Liaison – Patrick Sennett Update
A. Repeat patient function does not work for some departments. Clearing cache will fix this
problem but this may delete unposted reports if they did not have internet connection.
Image Trend sent an email that it will be approximately 6-8 weeks until this cache
clearing issue is resolved.
Meeting adjourned at 1014

